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Earth Heroes is a Documentary told from the perspective of everyday people living extraordinary lives. The film embarks

on a journey to explore opportunities for conscious evolution and resolves the importance of expanding individual

growth and honouring our responsibilities to the Earth.Supported by insights from leading experts in Permaculture, Reef

Restoration and Sustainable Practices, we explore the stories of individuals and organisations who are responding to

diverse challenges with regenerative solutions.

Structured as a mans account reflecting on his childhood leading him to contemplate the life he leaves for children to

come Earth Heroes highlights our destructive patterns as a function to enable our true purpose; to create a lifestyle that

lives in harmony with each other and the planet.This shocking but hopeful documentary reveals the truth of our broken

system; That it is up to us whether we proliferate or recreate a new earth for future generations.

This experiential documentary uncovers the overwhelming feelings of despair when faced with the truth of our

environmental circumstances; but unlocks the power to change what is and question what could be?What does a

system of true abundance look like?The film offers a path to global sustainability for a growing population and evokes a

drive to participate in self transformation and healing. 

The reflections suggest that the problems of the world are all resolvable when the hero aligns with the solutions within.

Blending incredible landscape videography and stylised cinematic sequences Earth Heroes immerses viewers in a

thought provoking journey filled with compelling interviews and practical solutions to the worlds problems.

SYNOPSIS



The Regenration

The Documentary follows the stories of inspiring people taking

action to create a positive change in the world.





The time for mass Change is now! 

Will you be part of the Global

Movement to Regenerate our

Home Earth?

It's time to activate the

Regeneration



A FILM THAT INSPIRES 

Once in a while a film pierces the

heart open to encourage personal

responsbility and self regulation,

becoming a catalyst for personal

transformation and empowerment.
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THINK GLOBAL ACT LOCAL



Official Trailer

Earth Heroes: The Regeneration



“You never change things by
fighting the existing reality. To
change something, build a
new model that makes the
existing model obsolete.”

― Buckminster Fuller



LETS CONNECT

FACEBOOK

facebook.com/earthheroesmovie/

EMAIL ADDRESS

weareearthheroes@gmail.com


